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 A hardcore workout with a little variety. Whether your trying to gain mass or get a leaner body you’re going to need some
cardio Abs, but this workout will have you cardio Abs up in no time. Before you start, make sure your up on the exercises. The

beginners guide below will get you started with the workout but if you want a more in depth guide as well I suggest you go to the
original article on theinsanity workout site, or for abs specifically the page on the abs workout.This workout is all about keeping

your body guessing, and building muscle is going to be the least of your worries. This ab workout will give you a great cardio
workout that will have your body guessing on what to do next. So if you have time to think, you’ll be exhausted by the end of
this workout. The video has 4 parts. I’ve only done part 2, as you’ll see below. All of these exercises have been done before.

They’re just presented differently now, to keep the exercise new to those of you that haven’t done them before. Before you start,
make sure your up on the exercises. The beginners guide below will get you started with the workout but if you want a more in
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depth guide as well I suggest you go to the original article on theinsanity workout site, or for abs specifically the page on the abs
workout. Remember, do the exercise as you see in the video, not as written below. The original way is best. 1. Press Set up in a

basic push up position, holding a dumbbell with your outstretched hand. Lunge forward, dropping down so you can press
yourself back up. Try to keep your back flat. 2. Pause Pause for a second or two, allowing you to catch your breath. Then return

to the push up position. Repeat for 10-15 reps. 3. Pause 4. Reverse Lunge Press Start in a basic push up position, holding a
dumbbell with your outstretched hand. Lunge forward, dropping down so you can press yourself back up. Instead of pressing

your body up, press your foot or foot up, and take some weight off your hips. Try to keep your back flat. 82157476af
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